2 Vehicle Crash with Injuries 1 Mile North of Max

What: Injury

Where: Hwy 83 1 Mile North of Max

When: 09-12-2021 1300 hours

Road Conditions: Good

Weather Conditions: Sunny

Crash Involvement: 2 Vehicle

Type of Crash: Angle

Agencies Involved: NDHP, McLean County Sheriff, Garrison/Max Ambulance

Vehicle No. 1: 2011 Ford F-150
Driver No. 1: Jacob Waltz- 18 Belgrade, MN No Injury
Restraints: seatbelt
Charges: no charges filed

Passenger No. 1: Ridge Stratton-19 Surrey, ND No Injury
Restraints: seatbelt

Vehicle No. 2: 2014 Hyundai Santa Fe
Driver No. 2: William Lone Fight-54 New Town ND- Injured
Restraints: seatbelt
Charges: cited for driving without a license and failing to yield at an intersection

Passenger No. 1: Edward Lone Fight-82 New Town-Injured
Restraints: Seatbelt

NARRATIVE: An Eastbound Hyundai Santa Fe, driven by William Lone Fight, turned left from Flower St. in Max to travel northbound on Hwy 83. Lone Fight failed to yield the right of
way to a southbound travelling Ford F-150. The F-150 struck the driver’s side of the Santa Fe. This collision resulted in William Lone Flight and his passenger Edward Lone Flight to be injured. Both were transported to the Trinity Hospital in Minot via ambulance. The driver of the Ford, Jacob Waltz, and his passenger, Ridge Stratton, were not injured in the crash. Lone Flight was cited for failing to yield the right of way at an intersection marked with a stop sign and driving without a license.

For More Information Contact:
Sgt Andrew Cashin 701-521-0219
acashin@nd.gov